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Abstract— In the growing era internet has become a wide source of information. The ease of accessing the information
and distribution of information over the internet has leads to many threats on information security. The contents and
documents must be protected from unauthorized access, distribution and forgery. This can be achieved through
watermarking. In this paper a robust and invisible technique is used to generate the watermark and then secured it using
cryptographic hash function and finally making it invisible.
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_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
I. INTRODUCTION
The rapid growth of the Internet usage and the dependency on internet needs security against various malicious activities such
as fraud, copyright, online vulnerabilities, etc. Ease of search and access huge amount of knowledge online has become a part of
everyday life. The original author or owner doesn’t have control on how their data is been used or distributed over the internet.
Copying of information from internet has become a regular activity. Securing this information is necessary and for the same there
are many algorithm and techniques, some of which includes Cryptography, Steganography and Watermarking [1].
Cryptography is a technique of making the text or the message into unreadable format by using some permutation and
combination on it. The process is commonly known as encryption and the reverse process is known as decryption. Steganography
is a technique of hiding the secret information on some carrier file that can be anything i.e. image, audio or video. Digital
Watermarking is a technique of embedding some secret information in the main digital content to provide security, integrity and
authentication.

Figure 1: The process of watermarking
The process of embedding and extracting a watermark to and from a digital text document which uniquely defines the original
owner of it is known as Digital Text watermarking. A watermark is basically used for identifying either the originator or authorized
user. Fig 1 shows the process of watermarking. The Digital Watermarking is the best technique for copyright protection of
electronic media [2].
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Nighat Mir, sayed A. Hussain [1] proposed different watermark embedding techniques and has shown the comparative analysis
of them. Table 1 shows the comparative analysis of those techniques. From the above comparison the synonyms and acronyms
method seems to be the best for embedding the watermark in digital content but the list of synonyms and acronyms is must or
this type and if the list is known to the attacker the scheme is no more secure.

Table 1: Comparison of different embedding methods.
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Empty tag
Random Character

Yes
No

YES
YES

Low
High

More
Less

Color replacement
Yes
YES
Low
More
Word space
Yes
YES
Medium
More
Synonyms &
Yes
YES
High
More
Acronyms
Nighat Mir [2] proposed a novel robust web text watermarking algorithm. He calculated no of occurrences of words based on
syntax and semantic rules and applied HASH on it to generate an invisible watermark. This watermark is made invisible by no
face control characters and embedded it in meta tag of HTML page.

Figure 2: Watermark generation, conversion & embedding.
The technique is implemented on HTML and can be applied on other languages and the different embedding techniques can
also be used in place of no space control characters.
Makarand, Nitin & J.B [3] proposed a new technique for text watermarking using natural languages grammatical rules. They
have taken first hundred frequently occurring words along with author id. This is then encrypted using AES to get a key of
arbitrary length.
Jaiswal Raj & Nitin Patil [4] proposed a technique for web document protection using Unicode. They generated watermark
by two techniques i.e Unicode conversion and HTML text coding. They took random text and converted it into Unicode and
then to HEX. A table is created for every HEX digit there is a tag. The corresponding digits of HEX is converted to HTML tag
Coding and then this tag coding is embedded into the web page.
Li Bo, Li Wei, Chen Y., Jiang D. D, Cui Y. [5] in their paper showed the comparison of different hash algorithm based on the
performance. Following table shows the comparison and it is concluded that SHA-1 requires less operation time.
Table 2: The performance of various Hashing comparison.
Hash
OPERATION TIME
Algorithm/Attribute
Value
(MS)
MD2
128bits
46
MD5
128bits
47
SHA-1
160bits
16
SHA-256
256bits
16
SHA-348
384bits
31
SHA-512
512bits
32
The paper also compares the seven information hiding methods based on HTML. The techniques are based on the parameter
of capacity. The aim was to ensure the integrity of the webpage, not needed too much information. For XML web pages there
are different techniques. Nighat Mir, Sayed Afaq hussain [6] proposed a web page watermarking scheme for XML files using
Synonyms & Acronyms.
T. Romaric/E. Damiani & N. Bennani [7] proposed a technique in which a locator selector algorithm selects the position or
tag where the watermark is to be embedded. They used fuzzy query language that uses fuzzy predicates to retrieve information
from a XML dataset. As future work they planned to produce a complete instantiation of their proposed work.
T. Romaric, S. Cimato & N Bennani [8] proposed a technique that was against the XML signature attack. Their solution
consists of an embedding and a verification procedure. Embedding consists of three steps. The first one is the expression of
constraints on the structure of the XML file using Schematron language. The second step is the computing of absolute coordinates
of all the nodes in the XML file. In the third step, identify which coordinates have to be watermarked, in order to successively
perform the verification phase. The tags where watermark is embedded are those, which present a high usability degree. As future
work they mentioned it to enlarge the set of constraints that could be taken into account and make the XML file as flexible as
possible.
Jesus U., Q-Torrero & G. Erickson [9] compared four main techniques for watermarking XML i.e WmXML, XML Streams
watermarking, Natural language watermarking & selective watermarking approach. WmXML watermarking method is applied
to simple, uncompressed XML files and consists of relatively simple algorithms and implementation methods for watermarking
data in XML documents.
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III. PROPOSED WORK
The existing work in [2] can be made more secure. Since the watermark is generated using the source code and counting the
frequency of the words, if the algorithm and XML file of words is hacked by the attacker the scheme remains no more secure.
In proposed work based on grammatical rules the watermark is generated and then it is secured using Cryptographic hash
function SHA-1 and then it is made invisible and finally embedded into META tag of source code. The concept of SALT is used
to make the scheme more secure. The following figure shows the process of proposed work.

Figure 3: Watermark generation and securing process.
The Use of SALT adds security in the work. Since the SALT and its position is not fixed and only known to the author the
brute force attack is impossible for attacker. Also for others attack such as insertion, deletion and modification attack this
technique is more secured and more robust.
IV. RESULT ANALYSIS
Following figures are the snapshot of the entire proposed process.

Figure 4: Watermark generation process.

Figure 5: Securing generated watermark process.

Figure 6: Making watermark invisible.
The proposed work is tested on 3 websites and the following table shows the details of results obtained.
Table 3: Experimental result of proposed work.
URL’s
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http://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/Digital_watermar
king
http://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/Cryptography

2211900095
00001

12ab34

22cb6037

5891638002
51910501

Ram241
8

4905297e

http://en.wikipedia.org/ 1212228020 2432107
2811f05f
wiki/Hash_function
532004
The following are the results of testing of proposed algorithm in XML file.

Figure 7: Taking XML file as input file.

Figure 8: Calculating Hash value.

Figure 9: Making Hash value invisible.

Figure 10: Validation process.
The following graph shows that SHA-1 takes less processing time and hence it is used in this technique.

Figure 7: Graph showing timing comparison between MD5, SHA-1, SHA-256 & SHA-512.
The following figure shows the effect of adding the watermark on the webpage.
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Figure 8: Graph showing Effect of adding watermark on the size of webpage.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Digital watermarking is a copyright protection technique used to embed specific data in a cover file to prevent illegal use. The
issues in the existing work were regarding security of the generated watermark along with improvised authentication process of
watermarking. By using the SALT along with cryptographic Hash function has increased the security of the algorithm and has
made it secure against brute force attack also. The same algorithm is tested on XML files also and is more secure and more robust
on them also. The technique doesn’t consider the images, video and PDF present in the webpage, this work can be done as a future
work.
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